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The Junior Youth Spiritual Empowerment program seeks to
endow young people between the ages of 12 and 15 with the
capabilities needed to effect their own transformation and the
transformation of their society. This age represents a special
group with special needs as they are somewhat in between
childhood and youth when many changes are occurring within
them. The Junior Youth Group serves as an environment of
mutual support for its members through weekly gatherings
where they:
Study an internationally developed curriculum that enhances
language and expression development,
Engage in artistic activities,
Plan and carryout service projects,
Participate in recreational and sports activities, and
Explore different cultures through crafts, history, music,
and cuisine
The curriculum has been developed to enhance their
power of expression and assist them to recognize the moral
issues underlying everyday decisions and identify the moral
implications of speech and action.
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Who are we?
We are Bahá’ís living in the community. The Bahá’í Faith is a
world Religion devoted to promoting unity, tolerance and
understanding. Bahá’u’lláh, the founder of the Bahá’í Faith
wrote, ”Be anxiously concerned about the needs in the age ye
live in.” Beginning these junior youth classes to help develop
the spiritual qualities of the youth in our community is an
attempt to contribute to the well being of our neighbourhood.
For more information on the Bahá’í Faith visit:
www.bahai.org
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To Register, please call
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All the collaborators and volunteers in the classes have valid police checks.
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